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On August 12, an
alt-right fascist murdered
a person and injured dozens
by driving a vehicle into
a crowd of anti-racist protestors
in Charlottesville, Virginia.
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If we allow the alt-right and neo-Nazis to organize, the
consequences will be fatal. Charlottesville is just the beginning. If the
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You are a target.These bigots target people of color, women, Muslims,
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The police will not protect us. They murder over a thousand people
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alt-right can get away with murder there, none of us will be safe. We have to
stand up to white supremacists, we have to shut down and chase out these
bigots every time they try to organize, or else they will kill more people.

Jews, LGBTQ people, immigrants, radicals, liberals, and anyone who doesn’t
agree with them—not just with words, but with violence. Emboldened by
Trump’s election, alt-right and fascist bigots have already shot and wounded anti-racist protestors in Minneapolis and Seattle, stabbed bystanders to
death in Portland for intervening against Islamophobia, and sowed hatred and
discord across the country. We are betraying our friends and neighbors if we
don’t take a stand.
every year in this country, and infiltrate and attack our demonstrations when
we stand up against alt-right terror. We have to organize to defend ourselves.
crimethinc.com / itsgoingdown.org
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